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Abstract. This article presents the development of the A.M.Baldin approach using a de-

scription of relativistic nuclear interactions in the four velocity space. The modification

of this approach taking into account the energy dependence of inclusive spectra of hadron

has allowed us to describe the differential cross section as a function of the transverse mo-

mentum and a satisfactory description of the slopes of the hadron spectra as functions of

the energy, has been obtained. The hadron spectra as functions of the energy, has been

obtained. Results of our calculations have coincided with experimental data in a wide

energy range with high precision.

1 Introduction

A.M. Baldin was invited to consider relativistic nuclear interactions in the four dimension velocity

space. The approach of studying relativistic nuclear interactions in the four dimension velocity space

proved to be very fruitful. This approach allowed him to classify nuclear interactions, effectively high-

light the four-dimensional hadron jets, and study the asymptotic properties of the nuclear interactions

at high energies [1]-[3]. This article presents further development of this approach.

Let us put down the interaction of nucleus I with nucleus II resulting in the inclusive particle 1

production as follows:

I + II → 1 + . . . (1)

According to Baldin’s assumption more than one nucleon in the nucleus I can participate in the

interaction (1). The value of NI = λ · AI is the efficient number of nucleons inside the nucleus I,

participating in the interaction which is called the cumulative number. Its values lie in the region of

0 ≤ NI ≤ AI . The cumulative area complies with NI > 1. Of course, the same situation will be for the

nucleus II, and you can enter the cumulative number of NII .

For reaction (1) with the production of the inclusive particle 1, we can write the law of conservation

of four-momentum in the following form:

(NI PI + NII PII − p1)2 = (NIm0 + NIIm0 + M)2, (2)

where NI and NII are cumulative numbers (the number of nucleons involved in the interaction); PI ,

PII , p1 are four-momenta of the nuclei I and II and particle 1, respectively; m0 is the mass of the
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nucleon; M is the mass of the particle providing the conservation of the baryon number, strangeness,

and other quantum numbers. For particles produced without accompanying antiparticles (π mesons,

jets and others) M = 0. In [3] the parameter of self-similarity was introduced, that allowed one to

describe the differential cross section of the yield of a large class of particles in relativistic nuclear

collisions:

Π = min 1/2[(uI NI + uII NII)
2]1/2 , (3)

where uI and uII are four-velocities of the nuclei I and II.

In this case the invariant cross-sections of the output inclusive particles of different types at nucleus

interactions with atomic numbers AI and AII , are described by the universal dependence in a wide

energy range and different atomic numbers of the colliding nuclei:

E · d3σ/dp3 = C1Aα(NI )
I · Aα(NII )

II · exp(−Π/C2) , (4)

where α(NI) = 1/3 + NI/3, α(NII) = 1/3 + NII/3, C1 = 1.9 · 104 mb · GeV−2 · c3· st−1 and C2 =

0.125 ± 0.002.

2 Self-similarity parameter in the central rapidity region

In the central rapidity region it is possible to find the analytical expression for Π [4]. For this case NI

and NII are equal to each other: NI = NII = N.

N = [1 + (1 + Φδ/Φ
2)1/2]Φ , (5)

where

Φ = 2m0(m1t cosh Y + M)/ sinh2 Y , (6)

Φδ = (M2 − m2
1)/(4m2

0 · sinh2 Y). (7)

Here m1t = (m2
1 + p2

t )1/2 is the transverse mass of the particle 1, Y is the rapidity of the colliding

nuclei. And then

Π = N cosh Y. (8)

3 Further development of Baldin’s approach

For the inclusive cross-section of hadron production in the central rapidity region and according to

AGK (Abramovsky, Gribov, Kanchelly) cancellation [5] we can write the following expression for the

quark contribution:

E(d3σ/dp3)q = φq(y = 0, pt) · Σ[nσn(s)]. (9)

According to [6] we write:

E(d3σ/dp3)q = φq(y = 0, pt) · Σ[nσn(s)] = φq(y = 0, pt) · g · (s/s0)Δ (10)

According to [7], [8] the inclusive cross-section of hadron production, taking into account the

gluon contribution, can be written in the following form:

E(d3σ/dp3)g = φg(y = 0, pt) · Σ[nσn(s)] = φg(y = 0, pt) · Σ[(n − 1) · σn(s)] =

φg(y = 0, pt) · [g · (s/s0)Δ − σnd] . (11)
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Figure 1. Results of the calculations of the inclusive cross-section of pion production in pp collisions as a function

of the transverse mass at the initial momenta Pin = 31 GeV/c. They are compared to the NA61 experimental data

[9].

Thus, taking into account the quark and gluon contributions we will obtain the following expres-

sion:

E(d3σ/dp3) = [φq(y = 0, pt) + φg(y = 0, pt) · (1 − σnd/[g(s/s0)Δ)] · g · (s/s0)Δ . (12)

In formulas (9)-(12) we apply the following symbols: σn - cross-section of hadron production by

means of the n-pomeron exchange; φ = φ(Π); g - constant (∼ 20 mbarn), which is calculated within

the "quasi-eikonal" approximation [6]; S 0 = 1 GeV2; Δ = [αp(0) − 1] ∼ 0.08, where αp(0) is the

subcritical Pomeron intercept.

The first part of the inclusive spectrum (Soft QCD (quarks)) is related to the function φq(y = 0,Π),

which is fitted by the following form:

φq(y = 0,Π) = Aqexp(−Π/Cq) , (13)

where Aq = 3.68(GeV/c)−2,Cq = 0.147.

The function φq(y = 0,Π) related to the second part (Soft QCD (gluons)) of the spectrum is fitted

by the following form:

φg(y = 0,Π) = Ag
√

m1texp(−Π/Cg) , (14)

where Ag = 1.7249 (GeV/c)−2,Cg = 0.289. Using (12) we can calculate the inclusive cross section

of hadron production as a function of the transverse mass.

In figure 1 the inclusive spectrum (1/m1t)dσ/dm1tdy of π−-mesons produced in pp collisions at the

initial momentum Pin = 31 GeV/c is presented versus their transverse mass mt. Using only the first

part of the spectrum Pin = 158 GeV/c, which is due to the quark contribution, the conventional string
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Figure 2. Results of calculations of the inverse slope parameter T on the energy dependence for the negative

pion production in pp interactions. The experimental points are taken from [9, 10].

model, let us call it the Soft QCD (quarks), one can describe the NA61 data [9] rather satisfactorily at

pin = 31 GeV/c and m1t < 1 GeV/c2.

This part of the inclusive spectrum corresponds to the dashed line in figure 1. The inclusion of

the second part of spectrum due to the contribution of gluons (Soft QCD (gluons)), the dotted line,

allowed us to describe all the NA61 data up to m1t = 1.5 GeV/c, see the solid line in figure 1 (Soft

QCD (quarks + gluons)).

Figure 1 shows that the deviation of the simple exponential form of the pion spectrum (dashed

line) from the total description of the NA61 data (solid line) appears only at m1t > 0.8 GeV/c2 and it

is very small. Therefore, the spectrum approximately can be presented in the exponential form, which

depends both on m1t and s [13]:

ρ(s,m1t) � φq(y = 0,Π)g(s/s0)Δ = g(s/s0)ΔAqexp(− m1t

C′
qm0(1 − 4m2

0
/s)

) =

g(s/s0)ΔAqexp(−m1t/T ), (15)

were

T = C′
qm0(1 − 4m2

0/s) (16)

is the inverse slope parameter, which is called sometimes as the thermal freeze-out temperature.

Thus the value of T given by (16) is in direct relation of the similarity parameter of Π to the

Mandelstam relativistic invariant variables s, t, u.

One can see from (16) that this thermal freeze-out temperature depends on the initial energy of

collided protons. That is the direct consequence of the self-similarity approach, which operates the

four-momentum velocity formalism. This s-dependence of T is significant at low initial energies and

at s � m2
0 the slope parameter T becomes independent of s. We have calculated the inverse slope

parameter T , as a function of the energy
√

s given by (16) and presented in figure 2. There is a good

agreement with the experimental data [9].
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In figure 3 we present the calculations of inclusive spectra of charged hadrons (mainly pions and

kaons) produced in pp collision at
√

s = 7 TeV performed by using (12) and the perturbative QCD

(PQCD) within the leading order (LO) [7, 8] compared to the LHC data.
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Figure 3. Results of the calculations of the inclusive cross-section of charge hadrons produced in pp collisions

at the LHC energies as a function of their transverse momentum pt at
√

s = 7 TeV. The points are the LHC

experimental data [11, 12].

These spectra are the sums of inclusive spectra of pions and kaons, therefore they are presented as

a function of the transverse momentum pt instead of functions of the transverse mass m1t because the

masses of the pion and kaon are different. In addition to the part of spectrum, which corresponds to

(12) , see the solid lines in these figures, we have also included the PQCD calculations, see the dotted

lines. The PQCD calculation within the LO is divergent at low pt, therefore, the dotted lines go up,

when pt decreases. The kinematical region about pt � 1.8−2.2 GeV/c can be treated as the matching

region of the nonpertubative QCD (Soft QCD) and the pertubative QCD PQCD. From figure 3, one

can see that it is possible to describe rather well these inclusive spectra in a wide region of pt at the

LHC energies matching these two approaches. In [13] there are more details of the results of our

calculations for the inclusive cross sections of charge hadrons produced in pp collisions at the SPS

and LHC energies.

4 Conclusion

The inclusive hadron spectrum in the space of four velocities is presented within the self-similarity

approach as a function of the similarity parameter Π.

We have shown that the energy dependence of the similarity parameter Π included within this

approach is very significant at low energies, namely at
√

s < 6 GeV, and rather well reproduces

the experimental data on the inverse slope or the thermal freeze-out temperature of the inclusive
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spectrum of hadrons produced in pp collisions, it increases and saturates when
√

s grows. This is very

significant for a theoretical interpretation of future experimental data planned to obtain at FAIR, CBM

(Darmstadt, Germany) and NICA (Dubna, Russia) projects.

However, we have also shown that the s-dependence of Π is not enough to describe the inclusive

spectra of hadrons produced in the midrapidity region, for example, in pp collisions in the wide

region of initial energy, especially at the LHC energies. Therefore, we modify the self-similarity

approach using the quark gluon string model (QGSM) including the contribution of non-perturbative

gluons, which are very significant to describe the experimental data on inclusive hadron spectra in the

midrapidity region at the transverse momenta pt up to 2 − 3 GeV/c.

To describe the data in the midrapidity region and values of pt up to 2−3 GeV/c, we have modified

the simple exponential form of the spectrum, as a function of Π, and presented it in two parts due to

the contribution of quarks and gluons, each of them has different energy dependence. To extend the

application of the suggested approach to analyze these inclusive pt-spectra at large hadron transverse

momenta, we have to include the perturbative QCD (PQCD) calculation, which results in the main

contribution at pt > 2 − 3 GeV/c.
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